TACKLING FOOTBALL HOOLIGANISM

PROMOTING RESPONSIBLE CITIZENS!

STREETWISE

Friday 20th Jan - 24th Mar 2017

SPACES ARE LIMITED
U14'S TOURNAMENT 11-14YRS
U18'S TOURNAMENT 15-18YRS

VENUES+TIMES: See Reverse For Details On Each Of Our Centres
COST: £1 per child per session For More Info & Registration:
Contact: 01274 723439 or email us at: info@oiam.org.uk
Bradford City AFC’s community partner ONE IN A MILLION (OIAM) invite you to join them at one of their STREETWISE Football Projects. No matter where you live in the city we’ll be running an event near to you! OIAM are in partnership with West Yorkshire Police, Integrated Youth Support, Bradford Council and local schools. ALL YOU NEED TO DO to participate is register a team of 5 players and up to 2 substitutes.

HURRY, SPACES ARE LIMITED!

“Hooliganism” is the term used broadly to describe disorderly, aggressive and often violent behaviour perpetrated by spectators at sporting events. Research shows that many individuals set out not with the intention to cause harm to others but are often drawn into gang culture which can lead to a lifestyle of anti-social behaviour; abusive relationships; mental and emotional trauma; vandalism; racism; and other extremes of unlawful behaviour. In contrast, at One In A Million, we want to encourage you to become a RESPONSIBLE CITIZEN who can positively impact your friendships, families, communities, schools, colleges and workplaces. We believe that true friendship can include fun, banter and always promotes a positive outcome for everyone.